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Abstract—We address the problem of automating 1) the
analysis of existing similar model variants and 2) migrating them
into a software product line. Our approach, named MoVa2PL,
considers the identification of variability and commonality in
model variants, as well as the extraction of a CVL-compliant
Model-based Software Product Line (MSPL) from the features
identified on these variants. MoVa2PL builds on a generic
representation of models making it suitable to any MOF-based
models. We apply our approach on variants of the open source
ArgoUML UML modeling tool as well as on variants of an In-
flight Entertainment System. Evaluation with these large and
complex case studies contributed to show how our feature
identification with structural constraints discovery and the MSPL
generation process are implemented to make the approach valid
(i.e., the extracted software product line can be used to regenerate
all variants considered) and sound (i.e., derived variants which
did not exist are at least structurally valid).

I. INTRODUCTION

In the realm of software engineering, models, which are
high-level specifications of systems, have progressively taken
importance for researchers and practitioners as the primary
artefacts of development projects. Traditionally, modeling has
been used in a descriptive way to represent systems by
abstracting away some aspects of the systems and emphasizing
others [1]. Nonetheless, prescriptive modeling is now trending
and is relied upon to automate the generation of products
as well as their validations [2]. In this context, models are
often extended, customized or simply reconfigured for use
in particular system settings. Thus, an important challenge in
Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is to develop and maintain
multiple variants, i.e. similar models, by exploiting the features
that the models share (commonalities) and managing the
features that vary among them (variabilities) [3]. To address
this problem, which is relevant to many kinds of software
artefacts, Software Product Line (SPL) engineering [4] has
matured as an approach for 1) managing the commonalities and
variabilities of a product family and 2) managing the derivation
of tailored products by combining reusable assets.

Unfortunately, SPL adoption is still a major challenge in
industry [5], [6]. Instead, practitioners use to rely on ad-
hoc mechanisms, such as copy-paste-modify, to perform reuse
when creating similar products. It has even been reported
that more than 50% of industrial practitioners formally im-
plement an SPL only after the instantiation of several similar
variants using ad-hoc reuse techniques [6]. Figure 1, that
will be discussed later, illustrates ad-hoc reuse for variants
creation and the circumstances to consider the adoption of
more advanced variability management approaches. However,
migrating product variants into an SPL is a known challenge

in SPL engineering [7], [8]. Several approaches, referred to
as extractive or bottom-up approaches, have been proposed
for source code artefacts. In this work, we focus on models,
and propose an end-to-end solution for dealing with the
two requirements for building a bottom-up approach to the
adoption of Model-based Software Product Lines (MSPL):
• Feature identification. Analysing and comparing the

existing model variants (i.e., models that are used us-
ing ad-hoc reuse techniques) to identify commonality
and variability in terms of features. A feature is a
prominent or distinctive characteristic, quality or user-
visible aspect of a software system or systems [9].

• Reengineering. Once features are identified, and the
constraints among them are detected, extractive ap-
proaches should propose a transformation phase where
the model variants are actually refactored to conform
to an SPL approach.

With MoVa2PL (Model Variants to Product Line) we ad-
dress simultaneously in a single framework both requirements
for extracting an MSPL from model variants. In the realization
of our approach, we used the Common Variability Language
(CVL) [10] to implement the MSPL. The benefits of this
work for easing the adoption of SPL engineering for models
are numerous. Indeed, first, adopting an MSPL, as for any
other kind of SPL, will allow practitioners to easily and
efficiently propagate changes done in one feature to all existing
variants by simply re-deriving them automatically. Second, the
extracted MSPL can be relied upon to derive efficiently new
products by combining features. This work does not focus on
the challenging problem of model similarity analysis in the
sense that we assume that the variants are not independently
generated out of the same family of systems.

The contributions of this work are:
1) We provide an approach for commonality and vari-

ability analysis that includes the automatic detection
of constraints between identified features.

2) We propose a method for MSPL reengineering to
automatically extract a CVL-compliant MSPL.

3) We assess the approach with two case studies.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion II summarizes our previous work on feature identification
in models and presents the motivation to MSPL adoption. Sec-
tion III presents our approach. Section IV presents experiments
based on case studies with large real-world systems. Section V
discusses the approach and its limitations. Section VI presents
related work. Finally, Section VII concludes this work and
outlines future directions.



Fig. 1: Three UML model variants fulfilling different bank systems’ needs and the manual actions for their creation

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In previous work we introduced MoVaC [11] as a meta-
model independent approach for comparing simultaneously a
set of model variants in order to identify commonality and
variability. The approach was flexible to apply or integrate
different matching techniques. Figure 2 shows the proposed
process whose objective was to help domain experts in feature
identification. The approach was designed to support concepts
from the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [12] which is a well-
known standard in MDE.

Each model variant is decomposed into Atomic Model Ele-
ments (AMEs) since models are artefacts that can be expressed
as a sequence of elementary construction operations [13].
The computed AMEs are either of type Class (not to be
confused with UML classes), Attribute or Reference. Then,
we proposed an algorithm, called Interdependent AMEs, which
automatically identify sets of AMEs that correspond to the
distinguishable features from the model variants. We named
Blocks to these sets of AMEs. Unfortunately, MoVaC has two
main limitations: although it helps in feature identification,
(1) it does not manage to identify the constraints that exist
among the features and (2) it only focuses on one part of

Fig. 2: Model Variants Comparison (MoVaC) approach to
identify and analyse commonality and variability

the problem for MSPL extraction since it does not propose a
method to extract an SPL from the identified commonalities
and variabilities.

We present in Figure 1 our running example illustrating a
scenario of building UML model variants for different banking
systems [14], [15], [16]. In this scenario we have created
three models through ad-hoc reuse processes with variations
on the limit of bank withdrawal, the consortium entity and
currency conversion. Thus, the first created variant, Bank 1
UML model, is implemented with information related to cur-
rency conversion and consortium. The Bank 2 UML model
includes a new requested feature that is the support of a limit
in the withdrawal. This new banking system does not however
need consortium. Thus, in order to create it, we consider a copy
of Bank 1 where we added one UML property, two UML
operations, we modified the name attribute of a UML operation
and we removed the UML class Consortium and all its related
UML elements (one UML class and two UML operations).
The needs of Bank 3 on the other hand include limit in
the withdraw and consortium, but no currency conversion. To
create this variant, we build from a copy of Bank 2 where
we removed all UML elements related to currency conversion
(one UML property, four UML operations and one UML
class). However, we also selected and copied UML elements
from Bank 1 variant to complete the implementation of this
Bank 3 variant.

The building of variants for such a basic running example
aims to illustrate how time-consuming and error-prone the
manual creation of variants can be in real-world complex
scenarios. This manual process quickly ceases to be sustainable
if we consider the possibility that continuously creating new
variants will require even more effort in finding, selecting and
reusing elements from other variants. Furthermore, because of
a lack of an explicit formalization of feature relationships,
potential inconsistencies in the requested features for a new
variant will be found during/after the variant creation.



To extract an MSPL from the variants of our running
example, feature identification would consist in analysing the
three UML variants of Figure 1 to identify the core elements
of a banking system and the different features related to
currency converter, consortium and limit support, as well as
the constraints among them. Reengineering will then exploit
the identified features and the existing variants to build the
necessary assets for the MSPL.

In MDE, CVL [10] is a modeling approach that is spe-
cialized for implementing MSPL in a non-invasive, language
independent way. CVL further provides the necessary ex-
pressiveness to support systematic reuse for the derivation
of models [17]. CVL was thus designed to simplify a top-
down approach to the adoption of MSPL, where practitioners
directly write the assets for defining the MSPL. In a bottom-
up approach, the challenge is to leverage existing variants to
extract these assets. CVL consists of two layers:
• Variability definition layer: This layer defines the

variability of the domain in a very similar fashion as
feature modeling. Feature modeling is the most widely
used formalism in SPL engineering to represent the
features of a product family and the relationships
between them [9].

• Product realization layer: The replacement actions
in a Base Model must be defined according to the
variability specification.

In this work we are concerned with the following research
questions:
RQ1: Based on existing model variants, can we derive

automatically a Variability definition layer that ensures
the validity of the configuration space?

RQ2: Can we automatically infer a Product realization layer
for variants of complex systems?

III. EXTRACTION OF MODEL-BASED PRODUCT LINES
WITH MOVA2PL

The overall process of MoVa2PL is illustrated in Figure 3.
In the first step, we leverage MoVaC [11] to decompose
the model variants into AMEs (the Decomposition in Atomic
Elements including dependencies step of Figure 3) and we
perform Block and Feature identification. Block identification

is performed by computing the interdependence among AMEs.
As defined in our previous work [11], given a set of model
variants MV s, two AMEs ame1 and ame2 (of models from
MV s) are interdependent if the two following conditions are
fulfilled:

1) ∃M ∈MV s ame1∈M ∧ ame2 ∈M
2) ∀M ∈MV s ame1∈M ⇔ ame2∈M
A Block is thus a set of interdependent AMEs that are

distinguishable in the model variants. Feature identification is a
semi-automatic process where domain experts manually review
the elements from the identified blocks to map them with the
functionalities (i.e., features) of the system.

However, we augment the information of AMEs with
the computation of all dependencies among AMEs in all
variants. Thus, once the features are already identified, we
can implement a Constraints discovery step which will allow a
more reliable definition of the variability model for the MSPL.

Also we modify the decomposition process. In MoVaC
we considered only the attributes and references which have
not the property of being derived, volatile or transient. For
example, if an attribute has the derived flag in a given meta-
model, it means that its value is automatically calculated from
other attributes or by some function, thus MoVaC does not add
this as attribute AME during decomposition of the model in
AMEs. In MoVa2PL, apart from these conditions, we also add
the condition that their values must have been set before (e.g.
non null values or empty lists of referenced elements).

As presented in Figure 3, MoVa2PL has a Visualisation
layer that covers its different steps. Indeed, as we will show
above, real-world case studies yield model variants that can be
large and complex with a high number of model elements and
constraints. Apart from automating the process of extracting
MSPL, MoVa2PL uses visualisation techniques [18] to help
domain experts to visually analyse, not only the results of
this automation, but also the intermediary results in order to
provide a better understanding of the automatic underlying
process. The generation of feature constraints’ graphs is thus
automated in MoVa2PL.

The tool-support of MoVa2PL is implemented and in-
tegrated in the Bottom-Up Technologies for Reuse frame-
work [19]. In the following subsections we provide details of
the constraints discovery strategy and the MSPL extraction.

Fig. 3: MoVa2PL Process



A. Structural constraints discovery

Variability modeling in product line engineering is known
as an efficient paradigm to describe at once several variants of a
system. Precisely specifying a variability model is essential to
guarantee that any derived model is valid. A structurally valid
model is a model that does not violate any constraint defined
in the meta-model such as cardinality of the model references
or the non existence of dangling elements (i.e. an element that
does not have a parent). Semantic validity of model variants,
which is checked by domain experts, is out of the scope of
this paper. In this section, we focus on how we compute the
dependencies between AMEs and how, by reasoning on these
dependencies, we infer constraints between features to ensure
that the models that will be derived from the extracted MSPL
are structurally valid.

1) Dependencies between Atomic Model Elements: A de-
pendency involves a pair of AMEs and it has an ID which
corresponds to the dependency type. Each dependency type has
an upper bound representing the maximum number of times
an AME can be referenced with its dependent counterpart.

The AME dependencies are calculated as following:

• Class: A class AME depends on its parent class
AME. By parent we mean the container relation (not
to be confused with inheritance in a UML sense).
The dependency ID is the ID of the containment
reference as it was given in the meta-model. The upper
bound is the containment reference upper bound. For
instance, from the running example, the class AME
UML Operation deposit depends on the class
AME UML Class Account, its dependency ID is
ownedOperation and, in this case, there is no up-
per bound given that a UML Class can have unlimited
owned operations.

• Attribute: An attribute AME depends on the class
AME that hosts the attribute. The dependency ID
is the ID of the attribute. The upper bound is 1 in
the sense that a class cannot have the same attribute
twice. As an example of such dependency we note
that any UML Operation has an attribute AME name.
In UML Operation deposit, the attribute AME
name depends on UML Operation deposit and
there can only be one attribute name.

• Reference: A reference AME depends on the class
AME that hosts the reference and on each of the class
AMEs that are referenced. The dependency ID is the
ID of the reference in the case of the host class, and
the hard-coded value referenced is used as ID
for the dependencies to the referenced class AMEs.
The upper bound in a dependency with the host is
1 as it happened for the attribute AME. However
the upper bound in a dependency with referenced
classes is unlimited given that a class AME can
be referenced as many times as desired. From the
running example we note that the reference AME
Type of UML Parameter amount depends on
UML Parameter amount and also depends on the
class AME UML Primitive Type double.

Figure 4 shows the AMEs of Bank 1, Bank 2 and Bank
3 and their corresponding dependencies using a directed graph
visualisation. All the graphs shown in this paper are automat-
ically generated by MoVa2PL. The direction of the edges are
clockwise. We can see how the class AMEs (in black) are
surrounded by the attribute AMEs (light color) and reference
AMEs (dark color) that depend on each class AME. We can
also see, as black edges, how some class AMEs depend on
other class AMEs through a containment relation (given that a
class depends on its parent class AME). The graph shows how
attribute AMEs only depend on their corresponding host class
AME. On the contrary, we can see the reference AMEs that,
besides their host class AME, also depend on the referenced
class AMEs.

2) Requires constraints discovery: For the discovery of
structural constraints between features we reason on the de-
pendencies of the AMEs. In order to avoid dangling elements
in derived models after MSPL construction, we identify the
requires constraints that will assure that all the model classes
(except the root) will have a parent. We also identify the
requires constraints between any pair of features where one
feature needs the other in order to be successfully integrated
in a system variant.

In Figure 5 we show the blocks that were identified by com-
puting the interdependence between AMEs. The BankCore
Feature, which corresponds to the first block (Block 0), com-
prises most of the AMEs. Specifically, it comprises those
that are common for all model variants. On the contrary,

Package bs

Model Bank

Class AME
Attribute AME
Reference AME

(a) Bank System variant 1 (b) Bank System variant 2 (c) Bank System variant 3
Fig. 4: Visualisation of the decomposition of three model variants into Atomic Model Elements



Block 0 -BankCore
Block 1 -CurrencyConverter
Block 2 -WithdrawWithLimit
Block 3 -Consortium
Block 4 -WithdrawWithoutLimit

Fig. 5: Bank variants’ identified Features. The dependencies
among their associated Atomic Model Elements are used for
constraints discovery

Fig. 6: Structural constraints discovered between the features
of the Banking System

WithdrawWithoutLimit is only based on one AME that
is the attribute AME of the name of an Operation. In
this Figure, each AME shows also its dependencies with
other AMEs through the edges. We can see how most of
these dependencies are intra-feature structural dependencies
given that they exist between AMEs corresponding to the
same feature. However, we can see inter-feature structural
dependencies that in this case are all in the direction to the
Block 0 (i.e., BankCore feature). We identify the requires
constraint between two features when at least one AME from
one feature has a structural dependency to an AME of the other
feature. Figure 6 thus shows the discovered requires constraints
in the running example.

3) Mutual exclusion constraints discovery: Cardinality in
model references plays an important role in defining a domain
specific language. These cardinalities define constraints in the
domain that must not be violated to obtain valid models. To
avoid violation of upper bound cardinalities we identify in
which cases two features cannot coexist in the same model
(mutual exclusion constraint).

To illustrate upper bound cardinalities in real scenarios,
and following with the context of the running example, we
discuss the cardinalities of the widely used UML meta-model.
In the case of the UML meta-model, as implemented in Eclipse
UML2 ecore, we have 242 classes with a total of 3113 non-
volatile, non-transient, non-derived references. 67.7% of these
references have no upper bound. 32.2% of them have an upper
bound of 1 maximum referenced model classes. The remaining
0.1% corresponds to the DurationObservation meta
class which allows to model execution durations in UML. This
class has the event reference with an upper bound of 2 UML
NamedElements.

Fig. 7: Illustrative example of structurally invalid model as
result of composing two features

If the upper bound of a containment reference is 1, that
means that it is structurally invalid to try to reference 2
different containments at the same time. Figure 7 illustrates an
example where a structural invalid model is created by combin-
ing two features. In the UML meta-model, the TimeEvent
class has the when containment reference with an upper
bound of 1 to a TimeExpression class. Therefore, it is not
valid to reference two TimeExpression classes using this
reference. Suppose we have a class AME TimeEvent that is
part of the common feature and then two different class AME
TimeExpressions belonging to two different features. Both
class AME TimeExpressions will have a dependency to
the same TimeEvent class AME. The dependency type of
both dependencies correspond to the when dependency ID
that has an upper bound of 1. Given such information we
can identify mutual exclusion constraints between two features
when the sum of the dependencies of a given dependency
type that points to a given AME from one feature and the
dependencies which points to the same AME with the same
dependency type from the other feature, exceeds the defined
upper bound of this dependency type.

This is applicable also for the reference AME and for
the attribute AME. In our running example, we have two
attribute AMEs that depend on the same UML Operation
class AME with the name dependency ID. In one of them
the value is withdrawWithLimit and in the other is
withdrawWithoutLimit. These attribute AMEs corre-
spond to two different features and only 1 can be used in
a derived model. This discovered constraint is made visible in
Figure 6 by an “excludes” link between the two features.

B. CVL models generation

Different strategies can be selected for implementing
an MSPL ranging from additive, subtractive or hybrid ap-
proaches [20], [21]. The additive approach relies on a Min-
imum Base Model composed only by the Core of the family
of models, i.e. the model elements that are common to all
model variants. Then the approach requires Library Models
which will contain the model fragments to be added to the
Base Model. On the contrary, the subtractive strategy consists



in constructing the Maximum Base Model (also known as
150% model) and then removing the model elements related
to each of the non selected features. Hybrid approaches use a
mix between subtractive and additive strategies by providing
to some extent Library models and still leaving the possibility
to subtract from the Base Model. In MoVa2PL, we rely on
a subtractive strategy. Notice that it is possible to construct
a Maximum Base Model even if the resulting Base Model
violates reference upper bounds. It will be the responsibility
of the resolution model to operate in the Base model to
bring it to a valid state. The following paragraphs explain
how the CVL layers, described in Section II, are created.
Using these layers, CVL implementations provide an engine to
automatically transform the Base model in a resolved model.

Variability model: The variability model is created using
information from the identified features and the discovered
constraints. Figure 8 shows the CVL variability model created
from the three model variants of the running example. The
steps for its creation are as follows:

1) Identified features are added as well as their nega-
tions. Feature negations are needed to differentiate the
actions of the resolution layer given that the negation
will be the responsible to remove the model elements
in this subtractive strategy.

2) Discovered structural constraints, as presented in Sec-
tion III-A, are added as propositional logic formulas.

3) Mutual exclusion constraints are added to avoid se-
lecting a feature and its own negation.

4) Configurations, in terms of features in the existing
model variants, are added. These configurations are
called resolution elements. The resolution elements
will trigger the actions on the Base Model to re-
generate the existing model variants.

In this example, three resolution elements are created in
step 4 correspond to existing variants. However, with the
features and constraints shown in Figure 8 as result of the steps
1, 2 and 3, there are eight possible valid resolution elements.
Therefore five additional models can be derived using different
combinations of feature selections.

Base model: The Base model creation is a realization
of an n-way model merge, a technique that has proven to
produce better results than pairwise merging [22]. We leverage
the feature identification approach with its computation of
Interdependent AMEs where the model matching is performed.
Figure 5 already showed the hyper-set of all the AMEs from
the Model variants. These AMEs are the result of an n-way
matching. In order to create the Base Model, we start from
the class AME that is marked as the initial resource (i.e. the
root) and we automatically construct the Base Model from
scratch with the information contained in each AME using:
1) an in-depth tree traversal of the containment dependencies
creating the MOF classes and setting their attributes; and 2) a
second phase where the references are set to the corresponding
classes in the Base Model. In this process, there is neither need
to consider if upper bound cardinalities are being violated, nor
that there are attributes in the Base Model that are already set.
In these cases, as discussed before, the resolution model is
responsible for providing information to adjust it at resolution
time. Figure 9 shows the Base Model obtained from the
variants of our running example.

Fig. 8: CVL variability model for the Banking systems

Fig. 9: Base Model for the Banking Systems Product Line



Resolution model: Given that we are following a subtrac-
tive strategy, each feature negation will be resolved by remov-
ing the feature’s corresponding classes. For this, we create
three CVL elements for each feature negation: A placement
fragment, a replacement fragment and a fragment substitution
element. The placement fragment defines the model elements
from the Base Model that will be replaced with the replacement
fragment. This replacement fragment consists actually of an
empty fragment. The fragment substitution element just relates
the placement and replacement fragments. Figure 10 shows the
overall process to obtain a resolved model.

Figure 11 shows an excerpt of the resolution model for
our running example. Notice that in the CVL implementation
that we are using [23], the resolution layer is defined inside
the variability model itself so the resolution information is con-
tained in each of the features presented before in the variability
layer. In the case of No CurrencyConverter we can see a
Placement fragment that encompasses all the classes related to
CurrencyConverter. In Figure 9, the classes that are in-
side the placement fragment of No CurrencyConverter
are highlighted in dark color. The placement also includes the
FromPlacement. In the FromPlacement we specify all
the classes that are referenced from any class of the placement
classes and from any class in the contents of the placement
classes. These classes are highlighted in light color in Figure 9.
This placement information will allow, at resolution time,
the removal of the CurrencyConverter feature by its
substitution with the empty replacement.

Fig. 10: Subtractive MSPL resolution process with CVL

Fig. 11: Excerpt of the CVL resolution model

Regarding attribute and reference AMEs, if the class
AME that hosts this AME is not in the same feature, we
need to add a placement, replacement and substitution el-
ements to the resolution information of the feature asso-
ciated to the attribute or reference AME. For example, in
the WithdrawWithoutLimit feature we add a Placement
value in the name attribute of the corresponding Operation
class and we add a replacement value with the String
of the value of the attribute AME. At resolution time, if
WithdrawWithoutLimit is selected, this attribute value
will be assigned. For reference AMEs it is the same approach
but Object placement, replacement and substitution are used.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT

In this section we discuss the assessment of MoVa2PL.
First, we describe the case studies of real-world systems
that we rely on to evaluate our approach. We then present
characteristics of the extracted MSPL for the case studies.
Finally, we summarize the evaluation of the MoVa2PL where
we checked its efficiency to extract an MSPL for large models,
and its effectiveness to derive back the existing models and
new valid model variants.

A. Case Studies

ArgoUML Case Study: ArgoUML is an open source
tool for UML modeling. Variants from this tool were created
from its Java codebase by removing specific features [24].
These features are mainly related to the tool support for
the edition of different kind of UML diagrams (i.e. Activity,
Collaboration, Deployment, Sequence, State and UseCase dia-
grams). We reverse engineered the source-code of the original
ArgoUML and the 6 variants related to diagram edition support
as UML models in order to apply MoVa2PL. Concretely, the
first column of Table I enumerates these variants. As example,
the first one, ActivityDisabled, means that this model
variant contains all the features related to UML diagrams’
edition except Activity diagram. These models contain more
than 50K classes. Table I shows the AMEs obtained after
MoVa2PL decomposition of the models.

The decomposition in AMEs for the 7 model variants,
including the dependencies, took an average of 15 seconds (i.e.
around 2 seconds per variant) using a lap-top Dell Latitute
E6330 with a processor Inter(R) Core(TM) i73540M CPU
@3.00GHz 3.00GHz, 8GB RAM, with Windows 7 and 64-
bit Operating System. The Interdependent AMEs identified 41
Blocks and took an average of 7 minutes. Table II shows the
result of the identified blocks and their size in terms of AMEs.

We manually analysed the blocks in order to identify
the features. The meaning of the blocks from 0 to 6 were
easily recognisable by looking at the textual description of
its associated AMEs. Block 0 corresponds to the Core of
ArgoUML, Block 1 to UseCase diagrams edition, Block 2
to Sequence, Block 3 to Collaboration, Block 4 to
State, Block 5 to Deployment and Block 6 to Activity
diagrams. These blocks were the bigger ones in terms of
number of AMEs because the rest of the Blocks only contain
very few of them. We manually checked these small blocks
and we realized that most of them contain reference AMEs
that, in the UML meta-model, are defined as ordered (i.e. the
order of the referenced elements is important). The applied



TABLE I: Number of Atomic Model Elements of ArgoUML
UML model variants and number dependencies between them

AMEs Class Attr Ref Depend
ActivityDisabled 157896 51235 77707 28954 180623
CollabDisabled 158535 51418 78046 29071 181338
DeployDisabled 157314 51033 77450 28831 179949
Original 159771 51820 78667 29284 182738
SequenceDisabled 155231 50349 76417 28465 177646
StateDisabled 156193 50699 76805 28689 178785
UsecaseDisabled 157504 51056 77547 28901 180184

TABLE II: Number of Atomic Model Elements of the blocks
identified in the ArgoUML case study

AMEs Class Attribute Reference
Block 0 -Core 143894 46724 70696 26474
Block 1 -UseCase 2260 760 1117 383
Block 2 -Sequence 4509 1461 2233 815
Block 3 -Collaboration 1204 392 604 208
Block 4 -State 3499 1095 1818 586
Block 5 -Deployment 2457 787 1217 453
Block 6 -Activity 1796 559 916 321
Block 7 0 0 0 1
Block 8 0 0 0 1
...

...
...

...
...

Block 40 4 2 2 0

matching method takes into consideration the ordering of the
referenced elements and therefore considered them as different.
This issue, probably introduced by the Java to UML reverse
engineering tool, makes more difficult the work of the domain
expert that needs to manipulate and analyse these blocks.
However, in terms of size of model elements, the main part of
the features were successfully identified by MoVa2PL.

Figure 12 shows the graph visualisation of the discovered
structural constraints. Concretely, for the ArgoUML case study
45 requires constraints and 13 mutual exclusion constraints
were discovered. These discovered constraints reduce consid-
erably the configuration space of the possible feature combi-
nations. Figure 12 shows that the 6 identified features related
to the diagrams depend on the Core feature. The other nodes
of the graph correspond to the blocks that the domain expert
will need to analyse. These automatically calculated relations
between the blocks can also help during this manual process.
For example, those blocks that exclude each other should be
related and the scope of analysis is narrowed for those blocks
that requires another block that is not the Core feature.

Once the constraints are discovered, the CVL MSPL ex-
traction step generates the Variability model, the Base Model
and the Realization layer. Figure 13 shows an excerpt of the
realization layer related to the UseCase and Sequence
features. We can see the Placement fragment containing the
ToPlacement relations. The BaseModel was created as the
Maximum model from the model variants. The time for the
BaseModel creation took an average of 8 minutes and the
Variability and Realization layer took 3 seconds.

While in the beginning we had model variants that only
considered disabling one type of diagram each, with the
extracted MSPL, we can generate ArgoUML UML model
variants with any combination of diagrams. For example,
we can derive a UML model that only considers ArgoUML
Sequence diagrams edition.

Fig. 12: Structural constraints discovered for the ArgoUML
case study

Fig. 13: Excerpt of the CVL Realization layer for the Ar-
goUML case study

The mentioned problem identified with the ordering of the
references highlight the importance of the matching method
during MoVa2PL. MoVa2PL is flexible to apply different
matching methods. By providing a matching method that ig-
nores the ordering of the references, 18 blocks were identified
in the ArgoUML case study from which the first 7 blocks also
correspond to the Core and diagrams’ features. The trade-off is
that, by ignoring the order, we will be assuming that the order
was not important and this design decision on the matching
policy requires a manual analysis by the domain expert on the
models.

In-Flight Entertainment Systems Case Study: We
consider the case study of an In-Flight Entertainment (IFE)
System. The IFE system is responsible for providing enter-
tainment services for the passengers, including movies, music,
internet connection or games during a flight. The IFE system
needs also to adjust its behavior in special circumstances (e.g.
when the crew wants to communicate with the passengers or
during take-off or landing).

For our experiments we consider an IFE system from the
Thales Group. Their IFE system was modelled in Capella.1

1Capella and IFE system model example available at
http://polarsys.org/capella/download.html



Fig. 14: Operational analysis diagram of the In-Flight Enter-
tainment system variant showing some model elements related
to Wi-Fi access for passengers

Capella is a systems engineering modeling tool which imple-
ments the Arcadia method for system, software and hardware
architectural design [25]. A system modelled with Capella
consists of 5 layers. The Operational analysis layer captures
the stakeholders, their needs, as well as general information of
the system’s domain. The System analysis layer formalizes the
system requirements. The Logical architecture layer defines
how the system will fulfil its requirements. The Physical
architecture layer defines how the system will technically
be developed and built. Finally, the End-Product Breakdown
Structure layer formalizes the component requirements defi-
nition to facilitate components’ integration, validation, veri-
fication and qualification. The domain of Arcadia method is
realized and tool-supported in Capella by defining a domain
specific language consisting of 17 meta-models. These 17
meta-models are highly linked among themselves and they
have a total of 411 meta-classes.

We consider in our study 3 model variants of the IFE
system. The first one is the Original one and the other two
are manually created independently. The second one, called
LowCost1 is a variant that does not include the feature for
Wi-Fi access for passengers. Figure 14 shows an operational
analysis diagram that contains some model elements related
to Wi-Fi access. We can see how the Aircraft provides con-
nectivity and the Personal device will allow the Passenger
to Browse the internet during the flight. The capability of
Wi-Fi access for passengers is propagated to the rest of the
model layers such as the System Analysis and the Logical
and Physical architecture. The third one, LowCost2, does
not contain support for ExteriorVideo which allows the
passengers to watch, in their personal screens, the exterior of
the plane at any time during the flight. This variant is intended
for aircrafts that may not have cameras outside the plane.

Following the MoVa2PL process as defined in Figure 3,
first the IFE model variants were decomposed in AMEs and
the dependencies between AMEs inside each variant were
calculated. Figure 15 shows the decomposition of the Original
IFE System variant. Table III shows the obtained number of
AMEs for each variant.

Our Interdependent AMEs method lead to the identification
of 3 blocks. The identified blocks where manually analysed
and mapped to the features. Table IV summarizes the number
of AMEs for the corresponding features.

In the end of this step MoVa2PL automatically discov-
ers the structural constraints among the different features.
Thus, we discovered that both Wi-Fi and ExteriorVideo

Fig. 15: In-Flight Entertainment system variant decomposition
in Atomic Model Elements

TABLE III: Number of Atomic Model Elements of IFE system
model variants and number dependencies between them

AMEs Class Attr Ref Depend
Original 16624 5345 4081 7198 24205
LowCost1 16551 5321 4066 7164 24098
LowCost2 16594 5335 4075 7184 24161

TABLE IV: Number of Atomic Model Elements of the
Features identified from the In-Flight Entertainment model
variants

Total AMEs Class Attribute Reference
Block0 -Core 16521 5311 4060 7150
Block1 -Wi-Fi 73 24 15 34
Block2 -ExteriorVideo 30 10 6 14

requires the Core feature. With the gathered information
the CVL models were automatically generated obtaining a
MSPL for the IFE models. From this MSPL we are able
to generate a new variant that does not contain Wi-Fi nor
ExteriorVideo.

B. Summary evaluation of MoVa2PL

For evaluating MoVa2PL, based on the case studies out-
lined above, we focused on checking that, in each case, the
extracted MSPL is able not only to 1) re-generate the pre-
viously existing variants using our systematic reuse approach
but also to 2) generate previously non-existing variants which
are structurally valid. By realizing the experiments on different
modeling meta-models, namely UML models and the Capella
domain specific language, we demonstrated the flexibility and
genericity of MoVa2PL as it worked for the two meta-models.
We obtained an exact match of the re-generated models and
we generated possible non-existing variants (RQ1 and RQ2).
We also checked the structural validity manually and we found
that we prevent invalid models (RQ1).

V. LIMITATIONS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY

Currently, our work presents a number of limitations and
includes hypotheses which are threats to validity. We now
summarize them before discussing related work.

Feature identification is a challenging task and can be com-
plex for domain experts. Automatically identifying features
using heuristics may lead to an output where a given marked



feature is actually a set of different features. This situation is
likely when a set of features came always together in all the
variants considered. In this case, the Interdependent AMEs
approach cannot distinguish among them. Dealing with this
kind of issue is out of the scope of the work presented in this
paper. We, however, recommend the MoVa2PL approach to be
used when in presence of a wide range of variants, increasing
the probability that the minimum number of combinations were
available to allow distinguishing all features.

In this work we have also eluded the question of semantic
validity of the derived model variants. A semantically valid
model is a structurally valid model which also makes sense
in the domain (i.e. a combination of features that does not
violate any semantic rule of the domain). In our work, the
extracted MSPL will allow the creation of new models based
on combinations of identified features. These new models may
be semantically invalid. The challenging issue of assuring some
notion of semantic validity has been addressed in other works
such as Czarnecky et al. [26] or in our previous work proposing
visualisation schemes [27].

Finally, MoVa2PL presents some limitation in ensuring the
structural validity of models. Indeed, we are not considering
constraints that could be defined using the Object Constraints
Language (OCL) [26], [28], [29]. Also, the constraints dis-
covery only check requires and excludes constraints between
pair of features. More complex structural constraints involving
more than two features are not considered.

VI. RELATED WORK

MSPL Reengineering from variants: There are other
extractive approaches that study reengineering of MSPLs from
model variants. Zhang et al. [30] propose the CVL Compare
process that combines EMF compare and the CVL framework
to analyse a set of model variants and create a preliminary
MSPL model. This approach is similar to our MoVa2PL,
however, there are three differences: 1) while we automatically
calculate the Base Model, CVL Compare relies on the SPL
developer to choose it. 2) CVL Compare is based on EMF
Compare two-way comparison mechanism. i.e.; model variants
are only compared with each other but not simultaneously. 3)
CVL Compare do not consider the identification of constraints.
As mentioned below, the structural constraints represent the
core aspect in our approach to construct valid MSPL.

Rubin [8] and Rubin et al. [31] propose the merge-
refactoring framework. merge-refactoring is a formal frame-
work to compare UML model variants using what is referred
as n-way Model merging [22]. Rubin et al. also propose
to refactor the input model variants and create an MSPL
using the compose operator. While our approach is generic
and can be applied to any MOF-based models, the merge-
refactoring is only applied to UML models. In addition to
the reengineering of the MSPL model, the merge-refactoring
framework propose what is referred to as quality-based metrics
that guide the refactoring process to ensure that all refactoring
produced by the framework are semantically correct. As we
presented in this paper, our approach is based on the structural
constraints to generate coherent and correct CVL-compliant
MSPLs. Koschke et al. [32] propose an automated approach
for comparing specific model variants that only concern the
static architectural view.

Feature identification: Some existing works only consider
feature identification without any support for the reengineering
step. Assunção et al. present a recent survey on these works
[33]. For instance, Ryssel et al [34] compare model variants
that are represented as function-blocks. Ziadi et al. [14]
propose an approach to analyse the source code through the
use of UML class diagrams of a set of software variants
and identify commonality and variability between them. Apart
from not covering the reengineering step, these approaches
are not generic to any MOF-based scenario. The tool Fea-
tureMapper [35] enables manual and automatic mapping of
model elements to features. However, their automatic mapping
is based on monitoring the developer while is modeling the
realisation of a feature.

Feature constraints discovery: Bosco et al. [36] targeted
the challenge of generating invalid models from MSPL to be
used as counterexamples to refine variability models. Their
assumption is that the MSPL exists while we focus on ex-
tracting them from variants. The work of Blanc et al. [13] also
propose an approach for validating sub-models of a monolithic
model. In Section V we already discussed Czarnecky et al.
work regarding OCL constraints [26] as well as our approach
to target constraints discovery through a semi-automatic ap-
proach using visualisation techniques [27]. These works can be
complementary to MoVa2PL structural constraints discovery.

Model comparison and splitting: Model comparison have
received a lot attention in the MDE community. However, this
is often limited to a comparison between two versions of a
model. Stephan et al. [37] and Kolovos et al. [38] analysed
model comparison approaches and provided a classification of
them. Model splitting [39] is used to reduce the complexity
of monolithic models for human comprehension and team
collaboration by hiding part of it. These approaches provide
heuristics to modularize the model before splitting. However,
these approaches focus in single models, not model variants.
We consider that model splitting can be complementary in the
feature identification process.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented MoVa2PL as a solution to MSPL
adoption from existing model variants. First, the feature iden-
tification process considers structural constraints discovery in
order to extract a variability model that ensures the validity of
the MSPL configuration space. Secondly, a product realization
layer is extracted with the information of the AMEs related to
each of the features. This realization layer will operate on a
base model extracted by an n-way model merge of the variants.
We assessed MoVa2PL in two case studies that consider big-
medium sized model variants with different meta-models. As
further work we want to provide a better support for the semi-
automatic step of MoVa2PL that is the analysis and naming of
the identified features by using advanced information retrieval
techniques.
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